Crossword

How do you keep a bull from charging? Take away its credit card!

Using the clues at the bottom of the page for words that are Across or Down, write the correct words in the numbered grid below.

ACROSS
2. Opposite of win.
4. A result or change.
5. A Middle Eastern marketplace.
6. The room was ____ after the movers left.
9. You can walk down one of these.
12. Peculiar.
16. Put a letter in one of these.
17. This might be grizzly or polar.
18. Not moving.
19. Smoking is not ____ in restaurants.
20. To agree to something.

DOWN
1. Eat this at the end of a meal.
3. Things used for writing.
7. The new law will ____ business owners.
8. A hot and dry place.
10. Another word for island.
11. To exclude.
13. To surround.
14. She read the book ____ to her brother.
15. Not tight.

---

ACCEPT       STATIONARY       BAZAAR       ISLE
EXCEPT       ALOUD            BIZARRE       LOSE
AFFECT       ALLOWED          ENVELOP       LOOSE
EFFECT       BARE             ENVELOPE      DESERT
STATIONERY   BEAR             AISLE         DESSERT